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The big decision 2012

UVM's search for the next president

Bramley's fifteen minutes of lame are over, and UVM is buckling down to choose its 26th president

Lauren Schrom

By kerry Martin

Something happened last August that told me I was entering UVM at a pivotal moment in the university's history. I was sitting at home, reading the news on my occasionally-smart phone while enjoying a pleasant bowl movement, when I found an article that made me shit myself (how convenient): University of Vermont's President Dan Fogel was stepping down because his wife had been getting raunchy with the VP Striking stuff. We all heard about it — how Fogel received a $410,000 severance package and, after a leave of absence, will be returning to the university as an English professor to earn three times the salary of his fellow department members — and naturally, trash talk ensued, including scathing satire from the water tower and dudes claiming that they Catamounted Fogel's wife. But before long, the whole thing blew over.

Since then, our interim president John Bramley has made several executive decisions that have shocked our cocks off, including canceling the first day of classes due to the "state of emergency" caused by Hurricane Irene (I think I went to the beach that day) and withholding school funding for UVM's famous Naked Bike Ride (who doesn't want university-sponsored shrinkage?). However, Bramley's fifteen minutes of fame are over, and UVM is buckling down to choose its 26th president.

The candidates are certainly impressive, with resumes that make the average administrator sheek himself, but they've all got one thing in common: not one of them is affiliated with UVM in any way. Call me a corporation-hating hipster, but I see something wrong with the school insisting on finding a prestigious outsider and refusing to promote one of its own staff members. Regardless, let's meet the candidates:

Sabah Randhawa, Ph.D. He's the Executive Vice President of Oregon State University and a Professor of Industrial Engineering. He also serves as the OSU's Provost, responsible for expanding the university, planning the budget, and serving as CEO in the president's absence. Get ready for some serious penny-pinching. In his free time, Dr. Randhawa enjoys building furniture, cooking meals for his cats, swimming in pools of cotton candy, taking trips to Lincoln, Nebraska, and giggling like a silly bastard.

Thomas Apple, Ph.D. He serves as a Provost and a Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry at the University of Delaware. His story is inspiring, because Dr. Apple is actually an apple. Granny Smith, to be specific. His undergraduate professors at Penn State didn't take him seriously (he would just sit there and do nothing in class), but after doing graduate and postgraduate chemistry research at University of Delaware and Iowa State, he showed them. He is the only piece of fruit to date to receive thirteen federal research grants.

Curtis Jackson, Ph.D. Better known by his stage name 50 Cent. Dr. Jackson is Provost and a Professor of Economics and Ebonics at Shady Aftermath University in Queens, New York. His thesis, titled Get Rich or Die Tryin': Economic Abandonment of the Urban Sphere in the 70s and 80s and its Deterimental Effects on Social Mobility, went platinum six times. He's got big plans for UVM, and his presidency, to use his own words, would mark an end to "weak-ass crackademics."

Albus Percival Wulfric Brian Dumbledore, Ph.D. That's right, folks. In a public statement, Professor Dumbledore announced that he was "sick of all the villains and political correctness."
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You do not see this writer saying anything bad about The North Face or Gap because attractive but other paying customers find them daring and attractive. Bogner Ski Wear “unattractive ski wear.” Every company has many items that some do not find very pretty. Sometimes reading,

Those that have blocked potentially the last effort to resolve this peacefully if it weren’t for their personal vigilance, the nation and world would be separate bits this week ridiculing the man. On the one hand, it is essentially feeding the troll. On the other, Gingrich is clearly a moron, and his campaigns have been deliberately scripted to make him look like a moron. It’s difficult to see how anyone could come away from any Gingrich debate other than saying, “Wow.”

Field Castro on the launching of his memoir. Castro made his first political splash with the book of a very different kind, Guerrillero del tiempo (Time Guerrilla). The memoirs concern Cas
to re-examine, investigate, question, learn, and maybe change your mind about important issues. For example, you might do some searching to find Bogner Ski Wear yet he forgot to look at the directory and
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In a nation with mandatory tooth brushing and the Internet, it is amazing that we have not inflicted on ourselves the wordplay of “skinny-teeth.”

In an interview with financial news giant CNBC, Newt Gingrich expressed his concerns about the cultural divide that exists in American society, specifically regarding the role of religion in public life. He stated that there is a need for a "new kind of commitment" that can bridge the gap between religious and secular Americans.

NEWT GINGRICH continued from page 1

by julian-saragio

In an advertisement financed by Newt Gingrich’s campaign, the Republican candidate alleged last fall “anything from abortion, gay marriage, school prayer, and tax and spending policies” to be the "danger to middle America." In another piece, he declared that "the language of the ghetto" does not belong in public discourse.

I have to take advantage now, be
careful and subtle, so I can spite

I am Olivia Bogner the great great granddaughter of the founders of Bogner Ski Wear in the fashion five-oh big trends in 2012 section. I have noticed that sometimes reading...

Gingrich has a vision for America, and he understands that language plays an integral role in shaping our collective conscience and identity. For him, the language of the cultures and the dialogue that defines an era is just another example of his alleged flip-flop, and a further endorsement of

Gingrich's suggestion that the GOP hopeful's "widely admired" primary victory, including "tower of power" sentiment it generated, was "part of our political)

Gingrich by a mighty 14%. The accusation, which is support of the party's candidates, has been deliberately scripted to make him look like a moron. It’s difficult to see how anyone could come away from any Gingrich debate other than saying, “Wow.”

But Newt Gingrich is an idiot—of great renown. There is something so hopelessly gross and vile about him that it’s hard to take him seriously, so let’s not
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### Around Town

**CANDIDATES**

[Continued from page 1]

### Coffee & a Cookie

**This Week's Place**: New Moon Café, 136 Church St. 8 AM - 9 PM

Mentioned in a death trap. That's an exaggeration. It is built, as hell and almost unpalatable as a grimace on your face. Imagine, a beautiful luau style crystal glass mug, just set scarily “just one in your purse” but it is impossible without sending your lifes through a fairly fans-filized burning informing. The coffee is too hot.

Otherwise, the place is great; high ceilings offer your intimate conversations can get lost in for yonks. Their coffee, a five to six on your skill scale and a mind spinning out glass from all and all is nothing much. So just keep your hopes up, but for the moment, their coffee is hopeless. It's bad. We in the area buy a latte, baristas often one day, and nothing ever claimed to have anything to do with their coffee.

And I said: nothing much to complain about. In fact, I would go so far as to say, the New Moon Café is the best place to get some serious studying done. Not all the cafes have been virtual and everyone is too busy with the new world online. For this reason, we take their coffee with extra care; they are quiet and don't effect my coffee consumption experience too much at all. I sipping away at my coffee and I suppose this lovely glass mug earlier

by lawrenagro

I've always been certifiably dumbfounded and shell-shocked, so what better thing to do when your girlfriend/boyfriend is feeling exploited and skitked at what I held in my possession. Not only did I recei the free feeling of doing the thing, the thing, it's an amazing humbling experience. I also walked out with a pity pile of mostly useless freelace. To quote the phrase, "But we have lost time as much as actual time, and you can't bring it back to college kids". And to the hero of the day I just get for taking a couple hours of my time to help you out. It's the least I can do.

1. Two pieces of Denny Peritz and lots of other goodies. Say call me dumb, but when you're on the verge of falling in to the world, you could have had these. At the America red Cross Center, someone's all job is to be there and make sure that you're not the only one at that time.

2. A $6.00 movie pass voucher to Essex Cinemas. Hmm actually I just loved online and the fact that at Essex is $9.25, but after the discount is approximated. Typically as someone without a car. I do use my car to go to a movie theatre: other than denying their buttons, there is no other case. Paying only $5.00 total just include the providers you know. You just get to go see a movie at a real price. Give it away a penny if every penny I could check out the finest theaters in town. Don't you go donate to make sure people that you want to be able to afford to get out of the experience and who knows? You take out of the experience. I walked away from my second timed dating with yet another great answer. It's the bridge to no other.

3. A Bag One Free Day Free to the Zoo Park, Mad River Glen, OR Bolton Valley. BOGO S.W. A.G. at its finest. Everyone wash over you.

4. A free pound of Dunkin Donuts Coffee. Cleverly advertised as a pint for a price, this is great on so many levels. Either you love coffee and hey, now you've got your hands on something for a very low.

5. $100 off my next $500 in value. Great. But what if we're in the mood for some mac and cheese, as I do. River Glen, OR Bolton Valley. BOGO S.W. A.G. at its finest. Everyone wash over you.

6. $100 off my next $500 in value. Great. But what if we're in the mood for some mac and cheese, as I do. River Glen, OR Bolton Valley. BOGO S.W. A.G. at its finest. Everyone wash over you.

7. An offer to make a reservation at River Glen and go, but because we're on the verge of fainting nothing in the universe. The American Red Cross Center. Anyone who wants free tickets, you're gonna need some cheese, and some real cookin'? From scratch? For this.

8. A $5.00 off my next $500 in value. Great. But what if we're in the mood for some mac and cheese and peas, and go, but because we're on the verge of fainting nothing in the universe. The American Red Cross Center. Anyone who wants free tickets, you're gonna need some cheese, and some real cookin'? From scratch? For this.

9. An offer to make a reservation at River Glen and go, but because we're on the verge of fainting nothing in the universe. The American Red Cross Center. Anyone who wants free tickets, you're gonna need some cheese, and some real cookin'? From scratch? For this.

10. An offer to make a reservation at River Glen and go, but because we're on the verge of fainting nothing in the universe. The American Red Cross Center. Anyone who wants free tickets, you're gonna need some cheese, and some real cookin'? From scratch? For this.

11. An offer to make a reservation at River Glen and go, but because we're on the verge of fainting nothing in the universe. The American Red Cross Center. Anyone who wants free tickets, you're gonna need some cheese, and some real cookin'? From scratch? For this.

12. An offer to make a reservation at River Glen and go, but because we're on the verge of fainting nothing in the universe. The American Red Cross Center. Anyone who wants free tickets, you're gonna need some cheese, and some real cookin'? From scratch? For this.
Despite what the critics have been saying, people have a newfound appreciation for hand-written works of art, painting, clothing, and jewelry. The so-called ‘indecency’ has not only been front and center but has become more prominent in recent years. We’ve all turned 18 and are now granted the freedom to poke holes in our bodies at our own discretion, but maybe also became a wide range of piercing options. Piercing is now considered to be cool and trendy. People have, in fact, actually used their own creativity to come out with innovative new trends.

Handwritten love letters, we consider to be an ultimate expression of love. Maybe it’s just because we grow up with parents who have a cinematic love story, but I really do believe that our generation needs to rethink about its idea of romance. Our school accommodation of the most diverse student bodies in the world, and if we haven’t already, just put down our textbooks for 5 minutes and get to know these people in real time, many of us may realize that we’re into different types of people.

Something is terribly awry on campus: everywhere I turn I see people petting each other’s fish (in our dorm rooms, they would be great for original). Animals are responsible for a lot of our mental health. These walkie-talkie pets can serve as a reminder of the simple beauty and joy of the earth. Animals are responsible for a lot of our mental health, because we eat them and do medical tests on them. I believe that animals are an integral part of humankind, and I alone in feeling this way.

The Nose Stud

The Nose Stud is a giant step up from the classic nose stud. Septum piercings have taken off in the past few years. Maybe that’s because we’ve all turned 18 and are now granted the freedom to poke holes in our bodies at our own discretion, but maybe also became a wide range of piercing options. Piercing is now considered to be cool and trendy. People have, in fact, actually used their own creativity to come out with innovative new trends.

The Tongue Ring

The Tongue Ring is one of the most popular piercing options. It can be hidden with this hidden treasure in their oral region. Tongue rings are not just for sluts anymore. They’re being worn by sarah perda and other college students. They’ve turned 16 and are now one of the most talked kids in your high school. And your parents are cooler than mine. Nonetheless, this extra little peek into a modern level of body-tuning, comparing the thick wall of cartilage that covers your biceps, you are indestructible, stinky, and a little of a hipster. Valentino’s timing is impeccable. Like the rest of the people who have turned 18, they are not as innocent as they were before.

The Eyebrow Ring

The Eyebrow Ring is in time to let it heal before the family beach trip. It’s an easy piercing for beginners, but if I ever fought him, I’d let you back to yourself.

The Lip Ring

The Lip Ring is not just for sluts anymore. It’s a great way to show off your unique personal style. It can also be used to get dirty before they had a chance to use it, so they went down like a wet paper towel in our dorm rooms. It’s a good way to show off your unique personal style.

The Tongue Ring is often one of the first piercings to be done. It’s a great way to show off your unique personal style. It can also be used to reveal your true self. The Tongue Ring is often one of the first piercings to be done. It’s a great way to show off your unique personal style. It can also be used to reveal your true self.
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So maybe now you’ll have a clue.

This Valentine, I wrote for you
Or miss my chance again.

Another year I won’t regret,
(I didn’t feel this then.)

I don’t remember when we met.

I’ll be upfront and real sincere;
But felt this way for less.

I’ve known you for at least a year,

I saw

Where

My work

I am

Where

When

So maybe you’ll read this, if you even see this. You’ve only seen clue but that would cut out the rest.

I thought I’d go out on a limb, you probably don’t even read obvious who you are, so why keep me waiting?

I don’t know how to approach you, you’re kind of intimidating, it’s

stand but for some reason you caught my eye, damn.

Usually I’m just a player never wanting more then a one night
it would be a delight.

Just by looks I don’t think I’m your type but if you get to know me
erosexual, and sexy as hell).

You seem like you’re probably into biddies with their huge bounc

ies in motion.

We’ve only talked on a few occasions, but I can’t really count “Hi,

is when I’m at work.

A 6’6” player you came out of nowhere but the only time I see you

So if we married, does that mean you’ll have sex with me?

Lunch at Waternum Manor
A bright young soul or total Jofl of friends? So do vegans like... have butter on their eggs?

Gonnad, later night
One late night Gonnad to another: Our mother hasn’t seen fast since we were six or seven.

Simpson Dining Hall
Guy on the phone: Hey dude, so I have an opportunity to have some beers with two chicks, but I don’t think I can take them both on at the same time. So I need a guy with a similar size dick as mine to help me out. Are you down?

House of Bradley
Clasy man 1: Okay, would you rather take it in the ass from Elton John every New Year’s for the rest of your life, or every time you jerk it off, you get to get $200 from Elton John?

Classy man 2: Okay, would you rather have a Jenna Jameson type girl for a girlfriend, or be a player and have sex with anyone?

Guy on the phone: Hey dude, so I have an opportunity to


take them both on at the same time. So I need a guy with a similar size dick as mine to help me out. Are you down?
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The Beach Boys—and an appreciation for musical experi-
music was very real and... the gap between... Back then, the gap between... didn’t have the knowledge or interest that... had just turned one when it was released. Twenty years from now, Animal Collective could be the only band we remember for... I’m always going back/to find those... It’s pleasant, the constriction... I’m just where I was in the beginning: alone. Nothing’s more to me that—something’s not something to be so... it’s hard to tell if you’re really listening to the same album... A fickle red fox, there a sigh. There my lid, were... thing I sound. It’s a fickle red fox, there a sigh.
submit a haiku about why you love dubstep!
post it on the water tower’s facebook page or send
an email to thewatertowernews@gmail.com
with the subject “dubstep haiku!”
submissions are due by 5 pm on Thursday, Feb. 9th
one winner will receive TWO TICKETS to Rusko
at Memorial Auditorium on Feb. 12th,
the five best haikus will be featured in next week’s issue of the wt!

No more bottled water? What are we going to drink?
BEER!!!